A Letter from the Village of Roy
Chamber of Commerce President
It’s no secret, these are tough economic times filled with uncertainty and
doubt. But at the Roy Chamber, we believe that this is also a time of
opportunity – a chance to stand out from the pack!
Businesses who see the glass as half full will find a way to succeed. In fact, these are the times
when new and creative ways of doing business are cultivated. As Plato stated, “necessity is the
mother of invention,” and now more than ever, it’s necessary to devise new ways of doing
business.
The Roy Chamber of Commerce mission statement: “Is to advance and promote the economic
environment for business and to advocate responsive government and quality education,
while preserving Roy’s unique community characteristics”
The Chamber has planned an array of events that are sure to get our community energized and our
many programs and events will gain your business exposure, educate you, and provide countless
networking opportunities. The Chamber is committed to fostering an environment where economic
development projects are encouraged and supported and a positive climate for local companies to
grow. A strong business community is a catalyst to a dynamic area in which to live and work.
Just as importantly, we encourage you to join the Roy Chamber as we double our efforts on behalf of
our community. As your voice; the Chamber represents all our members, from all industries and of all
sizes. Our commitment is to advocate for favorable policies and legislation on important issues to our
community..
We appreciate input from members and encourage you to share your comments and suggestions.
Member involvement in our many programs and committees is paramount to its success and we urge
you to take advantage of the many networking opportunities that the Chamber offers.
The Chamber relies on member support and volunteers to supplement staff.
Finally, please do business with your fellow Chamber members. Supporting area companies and
organizations is important to our economic stability and vitality.
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